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Development of compact, tunable, and high power THz radiation sources
is an important task in the ﬁeld of THz science [1]. Short, hundreds
of femtoseconds duration electron bunches may produce coherent THz
radiation, by means of Smith-Purcell radiation (SPR) in super – radiant
regime [2], occuring when a micro-bunched electron beam travels in the
vicinity of a periodic target.
LUCX accelerator at High Energy Accelerator Research Organisation
(KEK) produces short, hundreds of femtoseconds duration electron micro-
bunches with variable repetition frequency, allowing to generate tunable
SPR. Echelle proﬁle gratings were designed to generate 500, 750 and 1000
GHz radiation at the ﬁrst diﬀraction order. In this status report we will
present simulations of spectral response of the gratings as well as angular
distributions of SPR using Computer Simulation Technology Particle Studio
software. Checks of manufacturing accuracy using laser scanning microscope
and dependencies of the radiation yield on the beam impact parameter will
be shown. Angular dependencies of SPR will also be discussed.
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